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Abstract
Kuhn proposed in his Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1962) that the theoretical framework of a science (paradigm) determines how each generation of researchers construes a causal sequence. Paradigm change is infrequent and revolutionary; thereafter previous knowledge and ideas become partially redundant. This paper discusses two paradigms central to cariology. The first concerns the most successful caries-preventive agent: fluoride. When it was thought that fluoride had to be present during tooth mineralisation to ‘improve’ the biological apatite and the ‘caries resistance’ of the teeth, systemic fluoride administration was necessary for maximum benefit. Caries reduction therefore had to be balanced against increasing dental fluorosis. The ‘caries resistance’ concept was shown to be erroneous 25 years ago, but the new paradigm is not yet fully adopted in public health dentistry, so we still await real breakthroughs in more effective use of fluorides for caries prevention. The second paradigm is that caries is a transmittable, infectious disease: even one caused by specific microorganisms. This paradigm would require caries prevention by vaccination, but there is evidence that caries is not a classical infectious disease. Rather it results from an ecological shift in the tooth-surface biofilm, leading to a mineral imbalance between plaque fluid and tooth and hence net loss of tooth mineral. Therefore, caries belongs to common ‘complex’ or ‘multifactorial’ diseases, such as cancer, cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, in which many genetic, environmental and behavioural risk factors interact. The paper emphasises how these paradigm changes raise new research questions which need to be addressed to make caries prevention and treatment more cost-effective.
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The term ‘paradigm’ is in this case used to describe the guiding theoretical concepts of a science. In other words, a paradigm will form an umbrella under which a given discipline establishes a common view which often sets the rules and norms for how theories, methods etc. are handled in relation to the discipline. Moreover, results or data analysis and interpretations are conducted within the framework of the paradigm. Most established textbooks within a given discipline bring the paradigms in a ‘digested form’ to the next generations of students and young researchers and they often falsely give a younger generation the impression that scientific growth within a given discipline has the character of a progressive march towards a complete understanding of ‘reality’.

Science is an exquisite blend of data and theory, fact and hypotheses, observations and views, which in most disciplines at any given time are embedded in a particular paradigm.

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate how such paradigms play an important role in cariology. The paper will first focus on how paradigms in general influence science. Then two paradigms dominating cariology during the past half century will be presented and it will be argued why scientific revolutions – shifts in paradigms – are needed in order to advance new knowledge and improve health in populations. Finally, the impact of such revolutions on cariology and oral health will be presented and the consequences for immediate future research activities will be discussed.

Paradigms and Science

History shows that the development of science has always been highly influenced by paradigms, and revolutionary shifts in paradigms have not easily been brought about [for famous examples see Kuhn, 1962/1970].

When a scientific theory or concept has become a paradigm, this is only dismissed once an alternative paradigm can replace it, in a scientific revolution. The interesting point is that a paradigm is rarely challenged in such a way that attempts are made to falsify it by direct comparison with the particular events or diseases that are studied. Of course this does not mean that scientists do not reject scientific theory. All it shows is that when this happens, such rejections are always in need of finding a new paradigm in order to facilitate the shift.

A transition from one paradigm to another is not a cumulative process or a process in which one just expands on the old paradigm in order to have an impact on research or health activities. Rather a transition necessitates a reconstruction of the field which significantly changes some of the discipline’s most basic theoretical generalisations as well as rejecting several of the methods and interpretations performed in the past. It should be appreciated that very often it is the same set of data which constituted the basis for the old paradigm that is reconsidered, and a new interpretation or paradigm is built on more or less the same set of data. Therefore, it is common to see within the same field the old and the new paradigms living side by side for a substantial period of time. This is because two or more groups of researchers apparently work in ‘different worlds’ where they study different phenomena although they are standing in the same place and are looking in the same direction. However, it is obvious that they do not see the same ‘world’. In certain areas they are definitely seeing different things (things they are looking for simply as a result of the paradigm), but they may equally well see the same phenomena although in a different relative context. This is one of the good reasons why some cannot even consider a causal relationship, which appears intuitively obvious to others.

Moreover, this obvious discrepancy between different paradigms is often further enhanced by the fact that even within disciplines communication across revolutionary gaps is very incomplete. Researchers may use similar words, but in reality define them rather differently.

More than half a century passed before Newton’s Principia was generally accepted. Also Darwin [1889] wrote in the Origin of Species that he by no means expected to be able to convince other scientists of his views, but that only in the future, when a new generation of researchers grew up, would they be able to appreciate his observations. Max Planck [1940] emphasised that a new scientific truth does not convince its opponents, but only gains strength because its opponents gradually die out. Thus a characteristic aspect of science is the maintenance of a resistance towards changes in paradigms, in particular from those whose careers have been based on existing paradigms. Prestigious institutions or international bodies will often have made strong stands in terms of ‘scientific documentation and subsequent recommendations’. For such bodies a new paradigm will be seen as a threat and resistance will be based on the concept that the old established paradigm would be able to explain the phenomena studied so that ‘nature can be put into the box built by the paradigm’.

In the following these thoughts should be kept in mind because – when dealing with diseases – paradigms will
inevitably have a decisive influence on how we diagnose, prevent and treat a disease. When considering dental caries this is certainly the case.

**Fluoride and Dental Caries**

Fluorides play a key role in the prevention and control of dental caries. There is no doubt that the discovery of the anti-cariogenic properties of fluoride was one of the most important landmarks in the history of dentistry. The history of the old and the new paradigms explaining the possible causal effects of fluoride on teeth (and bone) represents an excellent example of the need for changing concepts in medicine in order to improve health.

In the 1930s experimental animal studies and human epidemiological studies established both the association and the cause-and-effect relationship between fluoride in drinking water and mottled enamel (dental fluorosis) [for reviews see Fejerskov et al., 1977, 1994]. In addition, the presence of fluoride in water supplies was associated with a lower prevalence of dental caries [Dean, 1946]. It was thus reasonable to conclude that ingestion of fluoride was important to reduce the number of cavities in teeth while at the same time affecting enamel formation, so that Dean [1946] could conclude that ‘... amounts not exceeding 1 part per million expressed in terms of fluorine (F) are of no public health significance’. The focus from then on was to explain how children born and reared in communities with about 1 ppm fluoride in water supplies could have about 50% less cavities than expected [Arnold et al., 1956; Backer Dirks, 1974].

The toxic effects of fluoride on amelogenesis were thought to be a result of the secretory ameloblasts being particularly susceptible to fluoride [Dean et al., 1977]. This concept prevailed until experimental studies in pigs showed that dental fluorosis can develop by only affecting the maturation stage of amelogenesis [Richards et al., 1986]. This new understanding resulted in extensive research on chemical, biochemical, and cellular events during enamel maturation [Smith, 1998], but we are still far from understanding how fluoride affects mineralising dental tissues [Aoba and Fejerskov, 2002].

The paradigm on how fluoride ‘prevents dental caries’ resulted from the following line of thinking. Teeth formed in areas with a fluoride content of about 1 ppm in water supplies have an increased fluoride content in surface enamel [Brudevold et al., 1956; Isaac et al., 1958]. Fluorine is the most electronegative of the elements and has a strong affinity for exchange with hydroxyl ion in hydroxyapatite [Kay et al., 1964; Elliott, 1969]. The electrostatic attraction between Ca$^{2+}$ and the F$^-$ will be greater than between Ca$^{2+}$ and OH$^-$, making the fluoridated apatite lattice more crystalline [Zipkin et al., 1962; Newsely et al., 1963; Frazier et al., 1967] and more stable. As a consequence it is less soluble in acid [Volker, 1939; Kutnerian and Kuyper, 1957; Young, 1975; Brown et al., 1977].

By combining these data it is understandable how the paradigm of fluoride ‘making teeth more resistant to caries attack’ became established, and then for more than half a century entirely influenced caries prevention and research. The hypothesis was that increased intake of fluoride during tooth formation raises the fluoride concentration in enamel and hence increases acid resistance. As a consequence fluoride had to be taken systemically and artificial fluoridation of drinking waters became the ‘optimal’ solution. If this could not be achieved fluoride should be ingested in the form of tablets, vitamin drops, lozenges, salt, added to milk, etc.

As ingestion of increasing amounts of fluoride during tooth mineralisation results in a gradual hypomineralisation of the final outer enamel [Fejerskov et al., 1974, 1975, 1994], not least the public health-oriented sections of the dental profession downplayed the toxicological properties of fluorides. Thus diagnosis of early stages of dental fluorosis was questioned (or even ignored). Dean’s [1946] original data interpretation was incorrectly referred to. Early signs of dental fluorosis were described as ‘pearl like’ teeth to be considered normal, whereas fully matured enamel with its yellowish colour was characterised as ‘fluoride-deficient teeth’. In some parts of the world fluoride was added to school drinking water in excessive amounts based on the philosophy that ‘if little is good (to reduce decay) more is better’.

In other words, it is apparent that this predominant paradigm fully involved all the general features of scientific paradigms described in the scientific literature [Kuhn, 1962/1970]. Likewise, the scientific revolution leading to the new paradigm also followed the above-described general path of development.

Dean’s [1946] data are unique and often confirmed. The effect of fluoride on appetite crystallinity and stability is unquestionable. Artificial water fluoridation in populations with a substantial caries prevalence results in marked reductions in dental cavities [Arnold et al., 1953, 1962; Backer Dirks et al., 1961; Brunelle and Carlos, 1990]. But could it be that fluoride affects the caries process in a way entirely different from what the paradigm claimed? If so, may we then develop new and more effective ways of using fluorides? Reinterpretation of the avail-
able data combined with new studies led to the scientific revolution as follows:

Deciduous teeth from a fluoride area contain much less fluoride in enamel than permanent teeth both from a 1-ppm fluoride area and a very low (< 0.2 ppm F) area [Mellberg, 1977], but the systemic effect on caries prevalence is the same in both dentitions irrespective of fluoride incorporated during tooth formation [Thylstrup, 1979]. The difference in fluoride concentration in surface enamel between permanent teeth from low-fluoride and fluoridated areas is very limited [Brudevold et al., 1956; Isaac et al., 1958; Mellberg, 1977; Kidd et al., 1980; Larsen et al., 1986; Richards et al., 1989]. It is hardly likely that such a small difference should explain a 50% reduction in cavities. Complete substitution of OH– in human enamel corresponds to a fluoride content of 3.7% (about 39,000 ppm). Even in the most severe cases of human dental fluorosis ever analysed, less than one quarter of the OH– (about 10,000 ppm F) have been replaced by F [Richards et al., 1992].

It has not been possible to demonstrate a clear-cut inverse relationship between fluoride content of surface enamel and dental caries [DePaola et al., 1975; Poulsen and Larsen, 1975; Richards et al., 1977; Schamschula et al., 1979; Spector and Curzon, 1979]. In vitro experimental caries using gel techniques has shown exactly similar degrees of lesion development in teeth from low- and ‘optimal’-fluoride areas [Kidd et al., 1980] and shark enamel containing fluorapatite develops caries lesions in an in situ model [Ogaard et al., 1988]. Such a thing as relative resistance of enamel to caries attack does not exist [Weatherell et al., 1984], and Brudevold et al. [1965] and Brown et al. [1977] have stressed that the rate of acid solubility is of little importance in protecting the tooth against caries.

Clinical observations show that children having their teeth formed and mineralised before moving into a fluoridated region experience a significant reduction in dental caries prevalence [Arnold, 1957]. This author was probably the first to mention that water-borne fluoride has a postuptake cariostatic effect. This so-called ‘topical’ effect was for very long claimed to be inferior to the postulated ‘systemic effect’ and subsequent clinical trials appeared to show that the capacity of topical fluoride to reduce caries was disappointingly lower (20–30% reduction) than that of the about 50% reduction by water fluoridation. The apparently lower efficacy of topical fluorides, however, was most likely a result of unfair comparison between results of several short-term (1–3 years) clinical trials with a result of water fluoridation programmes lasting for more than 10 years.

The fact that a cariostatic effect of fluoride could be obtained without a concomitant increase of fluoride in sound enamel [Brudevold et al., 1967; Aasenden et al., 1972; Shern et al., 1977] whereas enamel fluoride concentration increased in enamel undergoing a carious challenge [Hallsworth et al., 1971; Richards et al., 1977] became very important. By combining the above data with the results from theoretical and laboratory experiments on enamel solubility [Larsen, 1975; Larsen et al., 1976] it was tempting to suggest a possible explanation of the predominant cariostatic effect of fluoride’ in 1981 [Fejerskov et al., 1981].

This new paradigm was a result of a concomitant reconsideration of the pathogenesis of dental caries lesions. Hitherto, dental caries was always recorded in epidemiological studies as cavities. As such, all clinical measurements (the DMFT/S) only comprised very late stages in the caries process (fig. 2). Thereby it was ignored that a clinically detectable lesion (even the non-cavitated white spot) is a result of innumerable pH fluctuations in the microbiota covering the enamel. The enamel surface is a sponge, which by no means is chemically inert. The constantly ongoing pH fluctuations taking place even in so-called ‘resting plaque’ [Küseler et al., 1993; Baelum et al., 1994], and dramatically enhanced during exposure to fermentable carbohydrates [Stephan, 1940; Fejerskov et al., 1992], will be associated with chemical exchange reactions between the tooth mineral and the surrounding plaque fluid [Margolis et al., 1988]. We therefore proposed that ‘the major reason for the cariostatic effect of fluoride can be ascribed to its ability to influence these processes, even at very low (0.2–1 ppm) F concentrations by facilitating calcium phosphate precipitation’ [Fejerskov et al., 1981]. This was in accord with Brudevold et al. [1965], who suggested that the role of fluoride in caries prevention could be ascribed to its unique ability to induce apatite formation from solutions of calcium and phosphate. Because of saliva’s inorganic composition [Andersen, 1921; Koulourides et al., 1965] it is an excellent fluid for ‘remineralisation’, and fluoride in slightly elevated concentrations enhances this potential as pH is lowered [Larsen, 1975]. The simplistic ‘story’ about ‘remineralisation’ was a reality.

Moreover, it was remarkable that only traces of fluoride are required in a solution with calcium present at pH 4.2 to reduce markedly the rate of dissolution of enamel [Manley and Harrington, 1959; Larsen et al., 1976], as theoretically convincingly illustrated by ten Cate and Duijsters [1983]. So, in 1981, we concluded that ‘what appears to be important in reducing the solubility of the
enamel is the fluoride ion activity in the oral fluid rather than a high content of fluoride in enamel’ [Fejerskov et al., 1981].

When these ways of interpreting available data were first presented in a comprehensive way (at an IADR symposium in Osaka, Japan, in 1981) the reaction was extremely vigorous from parts of the predominantly public health-oriented research community. This was – seen in retrospect – in full accord with the way in which paradigm shifts have been received in the history of science [Kuhn, 1962/1970].

By 1981 it was still a question if the new paradigm could be verified by clinical/epidemiological data. Therefore Groeneveld [1985] re-examined the meticulously collected caries data obtained from the well-controlled Dutch water fluoridation study in Tiel-Culemborg in the 1950s [Backer Dirks et al., 1961]. He could demonstrate that, when both enamel and dentine lesions where diagnosed, there was virtually no difference in the total number of lesions between fluoridated and non-fluoridated areas. However, when only dental lesions (cavities) were recorded, the ‘expected’ reduction of about 50% was found. Thus, the data could be explained as a result of fluoride in the oral environment affecting the dissolution/replication processes in the tooth to retard the rate of lesion progression as predicted by the new paradigm. Groeneveld and Backer Dirks [1988] concluded that ‘on the initiation of a caries lesion no pre-or post-eruptive effect of fluoride can be observed. In fact apart from a small retardation of new lesions at younger ages there is almost no effect at all. However, retardation of the progression into dentinal lesions is far more pronounced’. Moreover, despite the fact that in fluoridated areas there is a higher concentration in the fluoride in the outer enamel layers, the difference in prevalence of lesions is so small between fluoride and non-fluoride areas that the conclusion that ‘fluoride concentration in the enamel plays a role of minor importance in caries reduction [Fejerskov et al., 1981]’ is justified [Groeneveld and Backer Dirks, 1988]. A very impressive and open-minded conclusion drawn by one of the most prominent fluoride researchers in the history of ORCA during half a century.

**Dental Caries – an Infectious Disease?**

The above scientific revolution in fluoride research was partly brought about because the natural history of caries lesion development was reconsidered. Let us, therefore, in the following consider if a paradigm shift also is going on in our understanding of dental caries as a disease.

The use of the concept ‘an infectious disease’ immediately signals that a disease is caused by a particular microorganism or agent, which has ‘infected’ an individual. Or, as defined by Last [1995], who uses infectious disease synonymously with communicable disease: ‘an illness due to a specific infectious agent or its toxic products that arises though transmission of that agent or its products from an infected person, animal or reservoir to a susceptible host...’. For about half a century caries was defined as an ‘infectious and transmittable’ disease on the following premises.

Not all types of microorganisms in the oral cavity are equally able to ferment carbohydrates, so it has been logical to look for major caries pathogens. While research in the first half of the previous century focused on the role of *Lactobacillus* [Rodrigues, 1931], the latter half of that century focussed on the role of mutants streptococci [van Houte, 1980; Loesche, 1986; Bowden, 1991].

The concept of dental caries being ‘infectious and transmittable’ grew out of the elegant rodent studies performed in the 1950s [Keyes, 1960]. Caries only developed in rodents when they were caged with or ate the faecal pellets of groups of caries-active rodents. Further proof emerged when certain streptococci isolated from caries lesions in hamsters, unlike other types of streptococci, caused rampant decay in previously caries-inactive animals [Fitzgerald and Keyes, 1960]. These bacteria, later identified as *Streptococcus mutans* (SM), gave rise to the concept of caries being due to a specific infection with mutants streptococci, a concept that has gained wide support within the field of caries microbiology over the past four decades [Loesche, 1986; Tanzer, 1989].

It is occasionally claimed that because SM cannot be detected in some patients with no caries increment this is a ‘proof’ that you need to be ‘infected’ with SM to get a lesion. It is ignored that in patients with excellent oral hygiene there is virtually no ‘plaque’ on the tooth surfaces and therefore SM may be below detection level. This should be combined with the fact that mutants streptococci are not primary colonisers of tooth surfaces [Nyvad and Kilian, 1990].

Mutans streptococci belong to the resident microflora and are ubiquitous in populations worldwide. The relationship between SM and dental caries is not absolute. Relatively high proportions of SM may persist on tooth surfaces without caries progression while caries may develop also in the absence of these species [Marsh and Martin, 1992]. The presence of SM can explain only about
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6–10% of the caries experience in a given population [Sullivan et al., 1989; Granath et al., 1993]. The level of mutans streptococci in saliva of children cannot predict future carious increments in children [Matee et al., 1993] and high salivary mutans-streptococcal counts do not add to the prediction when combined with conventional caries experience parameters [van Palenstein Heldermann et al., 2001]. The number of mutans streptococci or lactobacilli in plaque does not explain the variation in caries experience [Sullivan et al., 1996]. A dramatic decline in caries experience has been documented over a few years in populations without apparent changes in salivary mutans levels in the population [Bjarnason et al., 1994].

Collectively, these observations imply that mutans streptococci do not play a specific role in dental caries. Rather, the outgrowth of mutans streptococci should be explained by a disturbance of the homeostasis in the dental biofilm. If the homeostasis of the oral microflora is lost, then an opportunistic infection can occur, i.e., these infections are derived from microorganisms that are endogenous to the host [Marsh and Martin, 1992] and an ecological plaque hypothesis seems more attractive [Marsh, 1994].

Dental Caries – a Biofilm-Induced Disease

It is not merely semantics, but a paradigm shift, to consider dental caries as a 'complex disease caused by an imbalance in physiologic equilibrium between tooth mineral and biofilm fluid' [Fejerskov and Nyvad, 2003]. However, it is acknowledged, as stressed by Davies [2003], that biofilms according to an NIH announcement account for over 80% of microbial infections in the body. Therefore dental caries is of course microbially induced, but the important point is that it is by endogenous bacteria – not exogenous, specific bacteria which infect the individual.

The resident flora in the oral cavity will inevitably form biofilms on teeth, e.g. a biofilm defined as a population or community of bacteria living in organised structures at an interface between a solid and liquid. Biofilm bacteria live in microcolonies encapsulated in a matrix of extracellular polymeric substances. Although fixation and dehydration techniques during processing of biofilms for transmission electron microscopy result in shrinkage of the tissue to a varying extent, it has for many years been appreciated that oral biofilms vary extensively in structural arrangement with the colonies deep within the biomass being densely packed, and often being separated by loosely packed bacteria and larger ‘empty’ pathways. Confocal laser scanning microscopy of biofilms in general has revealed that the biomass comprises ‘open’ water channels through which nutrients and metabolic waste products sieve [Laurence and Neu, 1999]. From dealing with ‘oral debris’ and later ‘dental plaque’ we now appreciate that within an oral biofilm, each group of bacteria occupies microenvironments, which are determined by surrounding cells, proximity to the larger diffusion pathways, the distance from the outer surface, etc., all of which are likely to determine pH, availability of nutrient, relative degrees of saturation of calcium phosphates, etc.

Most studies in caries microbiology have dealt with cells in the planktonic phase. It has only recently been appreciated that the same bacteria attached to surfaces and forming biofilms may respond significantly differently to a variety of stimuli such as antimicrobial agents [for review see Davies, 2003]. Many organisms can respond with considerable flexibility to a changing environment; a single set of genes can generate a range of characteristics or phenotypes depending on the environment. With this new general knowledge on biofilm physiology and the appreciation of the fact that the rate of oral biofilm formation and its structural composition vary substantially between individuals [Nyvad and Fejerskov, 1989], not to mention that biofilm ‘age’ may play a decisive role in the response to stimuli, it will be obvious that we need renewed research on oral biofilm physiology in relation to stages of progression of oral diseases (caries, gingivitis and periodontal loss of attachment). Dental plaque is an established designation for any clinically detected microbial mass in the dentition, but it is probably not immediately synonymous with oral biofilm.

The paradigm claiming the biofilm as the cause of dental caries has several implications. Lesions develop where biofilms are allowed to mature and remain for prolonged periods of time. Therefore, dental caries occurs at occlusal surfaces (being particularly at risk during the long-lasting eruption into functional occlusion), in interproximal areas below contact points/facets, and along the marginal gingiva. Once exposed, the enamel-cementum junction of course represents an obvious ‘retention site’. Depending on the environmental conditions in the oral cavity, of the individual in general, or at specific sites within an individual, the physiological equilibrium between tooth and biofilm may be disturbed, resulting in a net loss of mineral. If a frank cavity is allowed to form, such a site represents an ecological niche where the biofilm composition gradually adapts to a declining pH environment. Within cavities the biofilm metabolism and diffusion characteris-
Fejerskov and Manji [1990].

Once this concept of the complexity of the disease and its manifestations is appreciated it will be fully understood why it is so difficult to interpret data about associations concerning dental caries, and why no good predictor models are available [Hausen, 1997].

**Conclusion and Implications for Oral Research, Prevention and Clinical Management of Dental Caries**

The two scientific revolutions (paradigm shifts) in cariology which are described in this paper necessitate a substantial rethinking of the design of future research projects in terms of data analysis and interpretation, and in advancement of new prevention and treatment strategies for dental caries.

By appreciating that dental caries belongs to the group of common diseases considered as ‘complex’ or ‘multifactorial’ such as cancer, heart diseases, diabetes, and certain psychiatric illnesses, we have to realise that there is no simple causation pathway. It is not a simplistic problem such as ‘elimination of one type of microorganism’, or a
Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the concept of dental caries as conceived in this paper. Because of continuous exposure to the metabolically active biofilm disease control must be maintained lifelong [Fejerskov and Nyvad, 2003].

matter of improving ‘tooth resistance’. Complex diseases cannot be ascribed to mutations in a single gene or to a single environmental factor. Rather they arise from the concerted action of many genes, environmental factors, and risk-conferring behaviours. As stressed recently by Kiberstis and Roberts [2002], one of the greatest challenges facing biomedical researchers today is to sort out how these contributing factors interact in a way that translates into effective strategies for disease diagnosis, prevention and therapy.

Let us keep in mind that dental caries is ubiquitous in all populations [Fejerskov and Baelum, 1998], but the incidence rate varies greatly within and between populations. It is important to appreciate that the caries incidence rate in a group of individuals appears fairly constant throughout life if no special efforts to control lesion progression are made [Hand et al., 1988; Luan et al., 2000]. These new paradigms help to explain the nature of lesion initiation and progression and accordingly why dental caries cannot truly be ‘prevented’, but rather ‘controlled’ by a multitude of interventions.

Figure 2 schematically illustrates the concept of dental caries as presented in this paper and explains why dental caries has to be controlled lifelong if a functional dentition is to be maintained. From the figure it will also be appreciated that diagnosis should be performed at non-cavitated stages because the dynamic nature of lesion progression allows for arrest of further mineral loss by restoring physiological equilibrium between tooth mineral and oral fluids. The whole concept of non-operative treatment has its rationale in these new paradigms, and it will be apparent why any restorative treatment must be accompanied by simultaneous disease control at the individual level.

A consequence of dental caries being a complex disease will be that on a population basis we may have success with a particular ‘preventive programme’ in one population in one country, but not necessarily in another population in another country with different cultural and behavioural habits. Moreover, we may organise our dental health care very differently in neighbouring countries, and apply fluorides in very different ways (mouth rinsing, toothpaste, water fluoridation and supervised brushing etc.) and obtain rather similar caries reductions as exemplified by comparing the Scandinavian countries. There is no one single ‘programme’ to be superimposed uncritically on all populations – the important question remains how to control caries lesion progression as cost-effectively as possible. These new concepts explain why we have experienced that several of the ‘old’ recommended preventive programmes are no longer effective. It is of course not because the agents we used in prevention are no longer efficacious. They just become ineffective because the caries incidence rate has changed as the environment has changed.

At the individual patient level we have successfully ‘controlled’ the physiologic balance of the intra-oral envi-
environment with topical fluorides, dietary monitoring, ‘plaque control’, etc., but the well-trained clinician knows that some patients require much more and ‘closer’ monitoring than others to avoid new lesions. The consequence of the paradigms is to appreciate that the risk of developing new lesions is never zero. Therefore dental caries can never be 100% preventable at the individual and much less at the societal level because of its complex nature.

Dental caries is as old as mankind.

Whatever directions caries research should take from here it will require a multidisciplinary approach to solving complex problems. More than ever, well-educated clinical dentists should set the stage and in collaboration with colleagues trained in the multitude of new fields in the basic sciences (biophysics, functional genomics, proteomics, chemical biology, nano-technology, etc.) address clinically relevant questions. Let ORCA remain the forum – marketplace, if you like – where clinical dentistry meets basic sciences in fruitful and challenging exchange of new knowledge to the benefit of the health of populations.

History has shown that European caries research has an intellectual flexibility and scientific creativity which allows for ongoing stimulating debates. Let ORCA benefit from this by encouraging more in-depth scientific debates in conjunction with its meetings in the future. Let us bear Charles Darwin’s dictum in mind: ‘All observations must be for or against some view to be of any service’. Let the discussion in ORCA be fearless in conceptual daring, but humble in its respect for observation and facts.
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